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Yes! We KNOW white sugar and most chocolates are bad for us...but what can we do? Let’s
face it...we are ADDICTED!Just the thought of giving up white sugar and treats...has our inner
child crying and throwing a raw dawg fit!What if there was an easy, pain-free way to get rid of the
cravings that would normally cause you to binge? What if YOU had CONTROL of how badly you
wanted to eat it, instead of compulsive eating being in charge? What if YOU could choose when
and how much instead of giving in to stress eating?It’s NOT Will power you need...it’s power
over the opiate receptors in your brain...the very culprits that make you crave!This special
method uses the power of “Meridian Tapping” to send a New Message to those receptors – so
that YOU are back in control. So that your body’s intelligence can guide you in intuitive eating, to
want what your body knows is right for you.Simple tapping is not enough...you MUST know the
language the brain understands.
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you begin this book, Dear Reader...let’s take a rating of your present level of craving for both
White Sugar and Chocolate.We will use a scale of 1 through 10.A Ten would indicate the highest
level of craving... (IE: you would gnaw through steel bars to get some.) A One would indicate
almost no craving at all….and you probably don’t need this book!To get a good reading – think of
your absolute favorite chocolate or white sugar treat. Smell how wonderful it smells! Now, make
that treat even more delicious, imagine yourself taking a bite and having it melt in your mouth.
Measure your craving for the treat. If it was right here with you now…how badly would you want
it? Write that number down. At the end of the process of reading this book and doing the
exercises…take another reading using the same scenario from above and see how you feel. I
think you will be shocked at how your cravings have diminished.Class begins:Rebecca: Good
morning, this is Rebecca; I welcome you to “Cure White Sugar and Chocolate Cravings in One
Hour.” We all know that white sugar is bad for us. Of course, not all chocolate is bad…but when it
comes loaded with unhealthy hydrogenated fat and white sugar…it’s downright Bad with a
capital B!The actual “cure” doesn’t even take an hour. But the Resistance to the cure can take a
little bit of doing! I would like to also say that this process is so powerful that there have been
some symptoms of withdrawal. (Mostly a bit of grouchiness)
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little bit of doing! I would like to also say that this process is so powerful that there have been
some symptoms of withdrawal. (Mostly a bit of grouchiness)I’ve had several people report to me
that after they were “cured.” They forced themselves to eat white sugar anyway... and they
experienced immediate diarrhea. That may sound very unpleasant...but just imagine that your
body may want to help you get rid of the white sugar!
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level of craving... (IE: you would gnaw through steel bars to get some.) A One would indicate
almost no craving at all….and you probably don’t need this book!To get a good reading – think of
your absolute favorite chocolate or white sugar treat. Smell how wonderful it smells! Now, make
that treat even more delicious, imagine yourself taking a bite and having it melt in your mouth.
Measure your craving for the treat. If it was right here with you now…how badly would you want
it? Write that number down. At the end of the process of reading this book and doing the
exercises…take another reading using the same scenario from above and see how you feel. I
think you will be shocked at how your cravings have diminished.Class begins:Rebecca: Good
morning, this is Rebecca; I welcome you to “Cure White Sugar and Chocolate Cravings in One
Hour.” We all know that white sugar is bad for us. Of course, not all chocolate is bad…but when it
comes loaded with unhealthy hydrogenated fat and white sugar…it’s downright Bad with a
capital B!The actual “cure” doesn’t even take an hour. But the Resistance to the cure can take a
little bit of doing! I would like to also say that this process is so powerful that there have been
some symptoms of withdrawal. (Mostly a bit of grouchiness)I’ve had several people report to me
that after they were “cured.” They forced themselves to eat white sugar anyway... and they
experienced immediate diarrhea. That may sound very unpleasant...but just imagine that your
body may want to help you get rid of the white sugar!Pretty Good, hey?The first thing I would like
to talk to you about is something you might think is a little off the subject, it’s about a word that
people use around weight.I want to share what Gabriella (Gabriella is one of my angels) said to
me about a certain word… and that word is “loss” or “lost.” When I was telling someone that I had
discovered this process and it had been days and days and days; since I had wanted any white
sugar at all or anything made with white sugar, (which is truly a miracle for me), the person
immediately said to me, “Well how much have you lost?”Oh, my God! That word “lost” set off all
kinds of triggers in me!The first initial reaction I felt was shame. Here comes the old inner critic…
Nasty little bugger whispering evil in my ear!Gee… I’m sure I haven’t lost enough. Hadn’t even
thought about it in that way. I’m just so happy that I’m not eating that bad white stuff and that I’m
feeling healthier. I hadn’t thought that I should start to measure right away…I was just happy not
to be hiding Snickers in my underwear drawer anymore!Well, Gosh, Golly, I should have lost a
whole bunch of weight, and so immediately I felt shame. Shame is one of the most horrible, long-
lasting, sticking a knife to the gut, emotion there is!It’s true that someone can make us feel
ashamed just by bringing up something that we thought we outgrew years and years ago.
Immediately, I felt shame and after that, I felt guilt. Ever notice that shame and guilt always go
hand in hand? You just never see one without the other, do you?I felt guilty because, “Gee I’ve
given up white sugar and chocolate and I don’t want it anymore and I feel guilty because I
haven’t started some diet or anything.” The next thing that came up for me is all the things in my
life that I have lost.My God! I’ve lost my brother at a young age. I’ve lost my father recently. I’ve
lost my mother, a year right after my father. I’ve lost a whole lot of things and none of them were
any fun! In addition to shame and guilt, I began to feel sadness for all that I had lost. It was then
that my angel Gabriella says to me, “Rebecca, dear, never use the word “lost” and “lose” around



the weight issue. Don’t use “weight management” either, who wants to manage it? That doesn’t
sound fun…now does it?” Gabriella suggests. “Use words of weight healing and releasing. When
you say the word ‘releasing,’ you have visions of freedom. When you say the word ‘healing,’ you
have visions of healing for the long term. So, never use those kind of lose/lost words again.”I’ve
been struggling with my weight personally for years and years and years. Especially after the
age of 40, it seems like nothing I tried did very much good. I even hired a personal trainer and
tried the “weightlifters” diet. I worked out ‘til I was so sore, I could hardly move. I barely moved my
weight. I just wound up with much firmer fat!Gabriella then proceeded to give me some very
good advice which I will share with you now.She said, “Rebecca, you will never release the
excess fat from your body until you learn to love yourself just as you are. When you stand naked
in front of the mirror, what are you usually doing? I’ll tell you what I see…you are criticizing every
part of your body. Poor sweet little body…how do you expect it to respond to all that
criticism?”Then Gabriella asked me to start petting, patting, and being kind to myself when I look
in the mirror. Instead of “Oh, my God! Look at that belly, look at those thighs, look at this, look at
that.” Instead, Gabriella asked me to say, “You know you’re a pretty good body for your age, good
Lord, dear body, you have brought five kids into this world! You’ve served me so
faithfully.”Gabriella had me to actually pet myself, just to reach over and pat or stroke my arm.
She would remind me of this a lot when I was driving. Especially anytime the inner critic wanted
to come out and just criticize the daylights out of me.She would have me touch whatever part of
my body that I was criticizing.Just try it!Touch the part of your body you criticize most. Go ahead
and give it a loving pat. Stroke your arm or wherever on your body you’ve really been criticizing.
Just give it a nice little pat or rub and see how good that feels.Okay, doesn’t that feel nice? Yes!
You know what else Gabriella said to me? “Rebecca, you’re such a loving person.” (I’m sure you,
Dear Reader, are a loving person too.) “Every time one of your children walks by, you can’t help
yourself. You reach out and pat them, touch them, rub them, and maybe say something
loving.”Gabriella continues… “You do that for your children. When you go outside and see your
doggies, they all come over to you and you pat them unless they’re really, really muddy or
something. You pat them, you pet them, and when your honey walks by, you give him a pat on
the arm or you do something of that nature.” She says, “I want you to show yourself as much
honor as you’re showing everyone else.” If you don’t take anything else from this book… Please
take the idea to be kinder to yourself – to honor yourself the same way you have been showing
honor to others for years! Guess what… when you do that for yourself, your own angels and
guides are going to be so thrilled! Just watch as they guide you into where you want to go
around these weight issues.Rebecca asking participants:Would anyone like to share anything
about what I said about the word lost, about being able to pet yourself or any of those words?
Please feel free to share with the rest of us.Sally: Rebecca?Rebecca: Yes.Sally: Yes, I went
through a lot of trauma with that word lost. Primarily with my brother, whom I lost in August. It
triggered a response in me that shocked me! My inner child has been going through a turmoil of,
not only releasing or letting go of my cravings for sugar and chocolate; but wanting more of it as



a comfort food.Every time it comes up, I think of my brother.Rebecca: I can see how that could
be linked…Sally: It’s because of something that happened at the funeral that had to do with
chocolate and making me feel better. That has very much hit the nail on the head for me and I
am trying to get past that childish or inner child point of restricting the rest of me from moving
on.Rebecca: Yes. We will work on that because I feel this is so important. I realize the reason the
“craving releasing” process worked perfectly for me.How I discovered the “Cure White Sugar
and Chocolate Cravings in One Hour” MethodYou see, I discovered the process to “cure myself”
by accident.I was watching a documentary on TV. The narrator was speaking about the “opiate
receptors” in the brain and how there is a similarity in the way they respond to heroin and the
way they respond to white sugar.I had already been using Meridian Tapping in my practice with
great success, so I started “tapping on myself” to dull my opiate receptors to white sugar and
chocolate. It worked like a charm!I did not have time to formulate any resistance! Heck…I never
dreamed the process would work so well! I got the guidance to apply tapping to my sugar
addiction and ZOOM, I did it! I didn’t stop to think, “Oh, my God! My inner child won’t have any
more goodies.” I didn’t stop to think at all, I just casually thought, “I’m just going to try this using
Meridian Tapping” … I did it and it just worked!So, you’ve thought about it. Do I really want to
take this class? Yes?Then we’re definitely going to take care of your inner child issues or maybe
I should say “Inner Resistance.” I want you to feel clear before we go to the actual process.
Because I’m 100% sure the actual process will work when you have your resistance taken care
of.Q. Can I become re-addicted?A. Yes, if you force yourself to eat white sugar and chocolate,
repeatedly. However, you likely will not want to.More sharing about “Why We Don’t Want to Give
It Up!”Pam: This is Pam, in the Toronto area.Rebecca: Yes?Pam: Yeah, I was even tapping this
morning for -- I don’t want to stop eating sugars. It’s one of the main sources of pleasure in my
life.Rebecca: Okay.Pam: So, what will I do without it? This has been coming up for me a
lot.Rebecca: And we will be opening up pleasure centers that can give you pleasure in other
ways…and one of the things Sally shared with me, and you don’t mind if I share, I hope
Sally.Sally: Nope, not at all.Rebecca: Sally, you told me earlier that after taking this class
yesterday…you had really, really great sex! This happened because in that class, I did activate
the pleasure centers. We will do that again. You can find pleasure somewhere else. It doesn’t
have to be sex, of course. But it could be something else.*Note: I had taught this same class two
days in a row and Sally attended the first one…she liked it so well, she came back the second
day!Thank you, Pam, for sharing that. Anyone else like to share their thoughts about loss, their
thoughts about petting themselves? And I’d like to hear some more feedback about, “I don’t
really want to give this up.” Who would like to share?Okay. Now I will tell you that when I told my
sister that I was having this class… she was utterly horrified. “Give up chocolate? How are we
supposed to give that up? If it’s a choice between giving up my husband and chocolate, I guess I
might have to take chocolate.”Barbara: This is Barbara. (Note to reader: one of my daughters
took this class with us.)
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VAlford, “Searching for powerful, Light, transformative healing for addiction? This ebook takes
you there!. Rebecca, Thank you so much for this ebook gift and the gift of guiding me thru the
process. Here is my feedback:1) I love love love! the kindle version. I read every word. I was able
to highlight the important parts for myself. I was also able to leave notes in my version. I do this
with my paper books and its an invaluable tool for me!!2) I followed you with the process for what
showed up as the divinity and peanut butter fudge that I only got at my paternal grandmothers
house at Christmas. So the timing of this book and the work to clear the addiction was perfect!.
Although my grandmother has passed decades ago, thats what came up for me in the
meditation you gave us in the beginning, to help us connect to the 'addiction' that is up now. I
started at a 10+ I didnt lick that divinity and fudge, I gobbbbbled it down!3) Throughout the
book, I did the process and made notes to what was significant. I had so many ah-has. One
being the DIVINITY--white, divine, spiritual The peanut butter fudge --dark, shadow Both sweet
and addictive. And many other ah-has that are too personal to mention here.4) The HPT
diagram was a bit unclear for me. I would prefer a full front face-on version, maybe you doing the
pose, and a side version, or a one finger at a time photo so I can get the hang of it.5) At the end
of the book, my craving for unhealthy chocolates and white sugar (in all unhealthy forms) is
down, waaay down. At the end, the platter of divinity is like a blink in my visual mind's eye. It's
powerless over me!!! and the pieces of chocolate peanut butter fudge are a little clearer, but I
dont have a strong craving at all. May a 2.6) And I listened to and followed you along the follow
up recording for any remaining addiction cravings. Thank you for that too. Quick and easy to
follow.thank you Rebecca for being open to receive your divine guidances and then to giving
those opportunities to us too!xoxBlessings,Velma”

Lana R Nelson, “Rebecca has taken a seriously tough issue and shows how to get rid of it like
child's play!. I am glad to Have this guide to clear Cravings. I have taken Rebecca's classes and
followed her for many years. Her lilting personality shines through in this book. Rebecca has
taken a seriously tough issue and shows how to get rid of it like child's play! Clearing your
cravings has never been easier. Quick, Fun and Effective, Gone!”

MarinaBlue, “This is a wonderful book to assist in what I have felt powerless .... This is a
wonderful book to assist in what I have felt powerless over for a long time - sugar cravings. Don't
hesitate, buy it for yourself, buy it for anyone else who has this challange in our lives. It is NOT
about the sugar! Thanks to Rebecca for sharing the wisdom she has received in an easy to
understand way.”

C Farr, “Truely Works!. I always feel silly "tapping" and was skeptical about this one. However, I
followed the steps and like some kind of miracle - it worked! Several months out and eating
small amounts of chocolate periodically, I still am free of the cravings. Absolutely worked for me.



Highly recommend! Still no cravings for sugar, either.  Life-changer.”

LLCacio, “Amazingly, it all went out in the trash without batting an eye. If you've never taken an
online or telecourse with Rebecca Messenger, I highly recommend it. I could easily hear her
joyous, distinctive voice in my mind while reading this book, and did experience the release I
was hoping for as I tapped along while reading. There is also a link to a recording for a quick
version that you can tap along with at the end of the book. I repeated it this morning.I found I
could easily adjust the script to work on some variations. I tried it on "too much food" (healthy or
not) and "too much TV." I am looking for improvement in those areas. It enabled me to throw out
all the leftover holiday sweets this morning without batting an eye, and I'm just noticing that the
TV that's usually on all day in the background hasn't been turned on. Tonight will be the tough
test for the food and the TV. Maybe a quick listen to the recording later today.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Worth a shot. It's worth a try, for sure. An easy read, makes sense. Would
be helpful if there was an accompanying video, even after reading the book, rereading in some
areas, and viewing the appendix material, I'm not sure I'm tapping correctly.”

Elisha Gabriell, “Rebecca always gives the highest wisdom with her usual sense .... Rebecca
always gives the highest wisdom with her usual sense of humor! Real tools to help you identify
the emotional connections that you've created with sweets and treats and dissolve those
sabotaging connections and behaviors (gobbling Oreos at 11pm!)Get started NOW! This is a
class that you can't afford to miss!  (and right now, it's $2.99- Holey Moley!)”

ProsperitiGreightwinz, “Five Stars. Amazing Insights...Pure Divine Directives from a wonderful
lady! Thank you!”

Barbara Burgess, “good book to read and read again. really good book. I have read a few about
cravings and about sugar and so forth and this book comes up top of the list to read and read
again.”

The book by Wendy Ann Greenhalgh has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 24 people have provided
feedback.
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